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Abstract. Developing good computational models of human behavior
is an important aspect of designing autonomous agents that interact
with humans. We consider the problem of predicting how humans learn
interactively in an adversarial Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) setting. Our
domain is motivated by the use of deception in cybersecurity and the
need to design effective decoys to lure attackers. We ran a behavioral
study in which humans act as cyber attackers, and try to learn the (possibly randomized) defense strategy for assigning nodes in the network
to be decoy targets over many interactions. We tested humans against
three types of defensive strategies: a fixed strategy, a randomized mixed
strategy based on a game-theoretic solution, and an adaptive strategy
based on a bandit learning algorithm. Our results show that humans
have the most difficulty learning against the adaptive defense, followed
by the randomized equilibrium strategy. We also evaluated five different
models for predicting how the human players learn to play against these
defender strategies. We compare the predictive quality of these models
using our experimental data, show that a modified version of Thompson
Sampling and a cognitive model based on Instance-Based Learning Theory are the best at replicating human learning and decision making in
this adversarial domain.
Keywords: Cognitive Models · Behavioral Game Theory · Learning
Agent Capabilities · Multiagent Learning
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Introduction

With the increased popularity of autonomous systems, the question of how humans interact with these systems becomes increasingly important to the design
of these systems, including the problem of how to secure them against cyber
attackers. Humans are imperfect agents, but they are capable of fast learning
in some settings and able to adapt to novel situations. Our ability to anticipate human behavior, to represent human decision making computationally,
and to use these predictions to improve autonomous agents is critical to making autonomous systems more capable and secure. In this work, we focus on
comparing different computational models that attempt to capture and emulate
human decision-making when interacting in an adversarial Multi-Armed Bandit
(MAB) setting. The MAB is a decision making paradigm studied both within
the machine learning community and the cognitive modeling community, where
it is used to study how humans learn in probabilistic settings with feedback and
uncertainty.
Here, we are motivated by a class of deceptive interactions that arise in cybersecurity when network defenders deploy decoys in the network (i.e., honeypots)
to detect and thwart attackers. Honeypots are designed to be attacked to waste
the attacker’s resources and provide information to the defender [15]. Attackers
wish to avoid detection by these honeypots by interacting only with real systems
in the network. Simply deploying a collection of honeypots and never changing
their configurations (i.e., a static defense) may capture an attacker in a single interaction. However, an adaptive attacker may learn the static honeypot defenses
and actively avoid them in future interactions. A defender who can predict this
learning dynamic should be able to deploy defensive strategies that are harder
to learn and defeat over the long term.
We model this scenario as a repeated adversarial interaction between a network defender and attacker. The defender may incur a cost to protect some
network resources using honeypots, and the attacker tries to maximize the value
of the attacked resource while avoiding honeypots. We are interested in particular in how the attacker may be able to learn the defender’s deception strategy
and avoid honeypots based on previous experience. Formally, this scenario has
many similarities to an adversarial version of a multi-armed bandit problem,
though there are some differences from standard MAB formulations.
We conducted an experiment where each human participant plays the role of
the attacker and tries to maximize her profits over numerous rounds against one
of 3 algorithmic defenders of varying complexity. The static pure defender selects
the same honeypot configuration every round. This defender acts as our baseline
for how quickly humans can learn in a static environment. The static equilibrium
defender plays a fixed distribution over all honeypot configurations, which maps
most closely to the stochastic MAB problem. Lastly, the adaptive Learning with
Linear Rewards (LLR) defender plays a dynamic strategy that reacts to the
attacker’s moves. Each defender provides a unique learning challenge for the
human attackers and we wish to observe the participants’ behavioral differences
that arise due to each defender.
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We then analyze the predictions of 4 behavioral models and 1 cognitive model
that attempt to emulate human behavior. The behavioral models we investigate
originate from the MAB literature and attempt to address the explore-exploit
dilemma directly, ideally as a human would. Meanwhile, the cognitive models
take an indirect approach of solving the dilemma by modeling the same cognitive processes that are stimulated in human decision making, such as memory
activation, recency biases, and frequency biases. We investigate the effectiveness
of these models when confronted with varying levels of defense complexities.
We analyze the effectiveness of each predictive model in capturing the human
data using a variety of measures, including switching among different nodes (i.e.,
a measure of exploratory behavior), conditional switching (i.e., switching when
winning or losing a round), and the proportion of optimal play (i.e., how often the
player selects the best action). Using these measures, we show that a modified
version of Thompson Sampling [2] and a cognitive model based on InstanceBased Learning (IBL) Theory [10] best emulate the dynamic behavior of human
participants in this adversarial environment. By understanding the processes
that drive human decision-making in the presence of uncertainty, and developing
predictive human-like models, we move closer to developing automated defensive
agents. Such models could be used to defeat sophisticated, learning adversaries,
including other humans.

2

Honeypot Cyber Deception Domain

We designed a model that focuses on the learning aspects of an adversarial cybersecurity interaction, motivated by honeypot deception. In this scenario, an
attacker and defender compete over multiple resources (nodes) in the network
belonging to the defender with the following parameters: vi is the value of node
i, cai is the cost to attack node i, and cdi is the cost to defend node i. At the
beginning of the interaction, each node is initialized with the non-negative parameters. At the beginning of each round, the defender spends some budget D
to turn some subset of the nodes into honeypots, such that the total cost of
defended nodes is ≤ D.
Once the defender deploys honeypots, the attacker selects a node to attack
or passes. If the attacker’s chosen node i is undefended, the attacker receives the
reward vi − cai , and the defender receives a reward of 0. On the other hand, if
the attacker’s chosen node i was a honeypot, the attacker receives the negative
reward −cai , and the defender receives the positive reward vi 7 . At the end of the
round, the interaction resets, and the process repeats each round.
The only feedback the attacker receives is the reward for her action. Therefore, the attacker can only partially and indirectly observe the defender’s behavior. The defender observes the individual honeypot placements. So, if the
defender captures the attacker with a honeypot, the defender knows which honeypot node was responsible for the capture. If the defender does not capture the
7

We assume vi > cai and

P

i∈N

cdi > D.
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attacker and there are more than 1 undefended nodes, the defender can never
be certain about which node the attacker chose. This style of feedback is known
as semi-bandit feedback in the MAB literature. Given our focus on the study of
high-level decision-making, only general cognitive skills are needed from those
humans playing the role of the attacker. Cybersecuriy knowledge does not play
a role in making decisions regarding ”honeypot” configuration or realism [3].

3

Learning in Multi-Armed Bandits

This cyber deception scenario maps approximately to a decision making paradigm
known as the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB), which have been investigated extensively in both the literature on human learning and machine learning agents. In a
MAB, individuals (agents) learn by repeatedly choosing among multiple options
(arms), each of which is associated to a probability of reward, observed through
immediate feedback after a choice. In theories of decisions from experience, twoarm bandit problems are a classical example of research paradigms used for
modeling human decisions and learning from experience (e.g., [8]). More broadly,
MAB problems are conceived of as reinforcement learning strategies where a decision maker wishes to optimize her profit over repeated interactions by selecting
different arms. MAB tasks have been very useful in the study of human decision
making, characterizing the common exploration-exploitation tradeoff (e.g., [17]).
One such MAB solution, Thompson Sampling (TS), a strategy that maximizes the expected reward from a randomly drawn belief, is commonly used
to model the exploration-exploitation dilemma in MAB problems. However, it
is unclear how TS and other models actually capture the way humans learn in
MAB tasks, and whether they capture human’s sensitivity to exploration and
exploitation tradeoffs (e.g., [14]). To answer this question, we analyze human
behavior against the predictions of these models.
Experiments of human behavior have demonstrated that humans are able
to learn in MABs by gradually transitioning from exploration of the available
alternatives to exploitation of the most rewarding options while learning from
feedback and experience [9, 12]. Sripa et al. notably ran an experiment with
451 human participants playing the MAB [16], and applied a Bayesian learning
model to explain the human data. Zhang et al. extend this work by improving
the participant behavioral prediction with a Knowledge Gradient model [20].
Our current work differs from these works in that we consider differences in
reward distributions. Specifically, the previously mentioned authors address human performance in stochastic settings. In this work, we consider humans in
static, stochastic, and adversarial MABs settings.
The MAB has been well-studied in recent years for its generalizability. In
context of our cyber deception model, the MAB has multiple applications to
model robust attackers and resilient defenders. In the Experimental Design section, we discuss an algorithmic defender, adaptive LLR, that was developed in
the context of a combinatorial and stochastic MAB domain. Meanwhile, Burtini
et al. provides an in-depth survey on the MAB literature [5].
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In contrast to these and other models often used in MAB tasks (e.g., TS),
cognitive models of human behavior are less common. Cognitive models represent
the cognitive mechanisms (e.g, memory, learning, forgetting) which are essential
elements for human learning [10]; however, these models have not been yet tested
in adversarial MAB settings. In this research we offer a unique context to test
cognitive models of human learning and decision making, and pair them against
models often used in MAB tasks (e.g., TS). The adversarial situation in which
learning takes place provide insights on how humans learn against algorithms of
variable dynamics and adaptability.

4

Experimental Design

We designed a repeated adversarial interaction with 6 arms (which we will refer
to as nodes) to be played over 50 rounds as seen in Figure 1. We recruited 304
human participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [4]. Of the 304 participants,
130 reported female and 172 reported male with 2 participants reporting as
other.
All participants were above the age of 18 and had a median age of 32. The
experiment averaged roughly 10 minutes from start to finish and the participants
were paid US $1.00 for completing the experiment. The participants were given a
bonus payment proportional to their performance in the 50 round game, ranging
from US $0 to an extra US $3.25. This bonus payment was intended to incentivize
participants to play as best they could.
In a realistic cybersecurity environment, the domain knowledge of the attacker plays an important role as to which vulnerabilities to exploit and how
to to gain access to a system. When recruiting the participants in our study,
we held no requirements or assumptions about the cybersecurity knowledge of
the participants. To address this, we take the pessimistic assumption that if
the participant (as the attacker) tries to attack a non-honeypot node, they perform a guaranteed successful attack. Taking this approach, we elevate all of our
recruited participants to the level of expert hackers. All that remains for the
attacker is deliberate which node to target for an attack, which boils down to
basic human cognition. Real world expert hackers will share the same level of
cognition with our participants, allowing the recruited participants to accurately
represent real cyberattackers at the described level of abstraction [3].
4.1

Scenario

The defender receives a budget D = 40 that limits the number of honeypot configurations (i.e., combinations of defended nodes). In each round, the participant
attacks a node and receives either a positive reward vi − cai or a negative reward
−cai depending on the defender’s action.
The setup in Figure 1 was the same for every participant. For ease of the
participant, we simplified the visible rewards on the nodes, where the reward
vi − cai for attacking a non-honeypot appears as the positive top number in the
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Game 1 / 50
Defender Budget: 40
Time Remaining: 6 seconds

PASS

+10
-5

+20
-20

+15
-10

+15
-5

+20
-15

node 1

node 2

node 3

node 4

node 5

Total Points: 0

Fig. 1: User interface for the Honeypot Intrusion Game.
node. Meanwhile, the loss for attacking a honeypot −cai appears as the lower,
negative number inside the node. Table 1 shows the actual parameters for each
node.
We designed the nodes such to fit a variety of risk-reward archetypes (e.g.,
low-risk/low-reward, high-risk/high-reward, low-risk/high-reward). The intuition
is to allow for differences in strategies and learning. These differences in known
parameters provide a noticeable difference from the traditional MAB. For instance, in the first round, the attacker is making an informed decision based on
the attack costs and rewards.

vi
cai
cdi

pass node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0
15
40
25
20
35
0
5
20
10
5
15
0
10
20
15
15
20

Table 1: Node parameters for online human experiment.

4.2

Behavioral Measures

For the analysis for how humans learn and adapt to their environment and opponent, we look at 4 measures associated with their behavioral performance. Later
on we compare predictive algorithms using the same measures. We primarily
consider switching actions as a behavioral heuristic, which have been used by
humans to make decisions in dynamic and complex environments [18].
Switching: This common measure has been well studied with regards to human
decision-making and learning [9]. High switching indicates high exploration and
low switching indicates exploitation in the case of a static defender and static
environment.
Switching with Honeypot: Here, we look at the case where the decision
maker switches nodes to attack after triggering a honeypot (i.e., receiving a
negative reward). This corresponds with the “Lose-Shift” aspect of Win-StayLose-Shift [13], a common strategy used in economics.
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Switching without Honeypot: In this case, we look at where the decison
maker switches nodes after attacking a real node (i.e., receiving a positive reward). This opposes the “Win-Stay” aspect of the Win-Stay-Lose-Shift strategy
(i.e., “Win-Shift”).
Proportion of Optimal Play: Here, we examine the actual per-round performance of the decision maker. We define optimal play for the attacker as attacking
a node that provided the highest expected reward. When facing a static defender
in a static environment, the optimal node(s) will remain the same. Versus a dynamic defender, the node(s) that provide the highest expected value may change
from round to round.
4.3

Defenders

For the experiment, we deployed 3 different defenders to analyze the impact a
dynamic defense has on human learning. We utilize the Static Pure Defender, the
Static Equilibrium Defender, and the Adaptive LLR Defender that learns from
its own action observations. Each defender creates a different level of learning
complexity for the human participants. In this study, we are not investigating
the best defense strategy versus humans. Instead, we are interested in analyzing
the impact that varying levels of defense complexity have on human learning
and decision making.
Static Pure Defender: This defender employs a “set and forget,” purely
static defense that attempts to maximize its total value by assuming it must
commit to a single, pure, non-stochastic strategy for a single round. This defender
tries to spend its budget to protect the highest valued nodes. For the scenario
seen in Figure 1, the defender always defends nodes 2 and 5, leading to nodes
3 and 4 as optimal nodes for attacking. This defender acts as a baseline for
human learning. With this defender, we investigate the upper bound on how
quickly humans can learn a defense. Against this defender, the attacker can gain
a maximum of 750 total points in this specific scenario by always attacking node
3 or 4 for all 50 rounds. 101 total human participants played versus this defender.
Static Equilibrium Defender: This defender plays over a fixed distribution of defenses (combinations of nodes to be honeypots). The defense is a Mixed
Strategy Nash Equilibrium. It optimizes the defender’s expected utility assuming only a single, non-repeated interaction against a fully rational attacker. An
optimal strategy of the attacker in this equilibrium is to attack node 4. Playing
optimally leads to an expected total value of ≈ 447 points for the attacker. 103
total human participants played versus this defender.
Adaptive Learning with Linear Rewards Defender: The last defender,
known as Learning with Linear Rewards (LLR) [7], provides a deterministic, yet
adaptive defense as it tries to maximize its reward by balancing exploration and
exploitation.
Algorithm 1 describes the LLR algorithm in effect where Aa defines the set
of all individual basic actions (nodes to defend). In the described scenario from
Figure 1, Aa is the set containing all 5 nodes. LLR uses a learning constant L,
which we set to L = 3 for our scenario since this is the maximum number of
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Algorithm 1 Learning with Linear Rewards (LLR)
1: //INITIALIZATION
2: If max|Aa | is known, let L = max|Aa |; else, L = N
a

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

a

for t = 1 to N do
Play any action
a such

 that t ∈ Aa
Update θ̂i 1×N , mi 1×N accordingly
end for
//MAIN LOOP
for t = N + 1 to ∞ do
Play an action a which solves the maximization problem
s

X 
L + 1 ln n 
a=
ai θ̂i +
,
a∈F
mi
i∈A

(1)

a

10:
Update θ̂i
11: end for


1×N

, mi


1×N

accordingly

nodes we can play in a defense. LLR then has an initialization phase for the
 first
N = 5 rounds where it guarantees playing each node at least once. θ̂i 1×N is

that vector containing the mean observed reward θ̂i for all nodes i. mi 1×N is
the vector containing mi , or number of times arm i has been played. After each
round these vectors are updated accordingly.
After the initialization phase, LLR solves the maximization problem seen in
equation 1 and deterministically selects the subset of nodes that maximizes the
equation each round until the end of the game. This deterministic nature of LLR
indirectly adapts to the attacker’s moves. It has no concept of an opponent, but
instead is trying to balance between nodes with high observed means (i.e., have
captured the attacker often in the past) and less frequently played nodes (which
the attacker may move to in order to avoid capture). We say that LLR indirectly
adapts to the attacker’s actions.
In this scenario, the attacker can never fully exploit the deterministic strategy
of the defender because of the partial observability aspect of the interaction. This
defense leads to the optimal node(s) changing in each round as adaptive LLR
learns. 100 total human participants played versus this defender.

5

Behavioral Results

The analyses of human data results in clear performance patterns among the
3 defenders. The pure defender predictably performed the worst, yielding an
average score of 611.93 points to the human attackers, just over 100 points short
of the maximum possible points achievable against the pure defender. Next, the
equilibrium defender performed significantly better, yielding only an average of
247.81 points to the human attackers, a full 200 points short of the maximum
expected points achievable by a human attacker. Finally, the LLR stood as the
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most resilient defender versus the human attackers with an average of 172.6
points yielded to the participants. Table 2 shows the aggregate statistics of the
human attacker performance.
average
Pure 611.93
Equ. 247.81
LLR 172.6

std. dev. median min max
168.88
675 -375 750
149.60
290 -185 570
123.02
160 -85 640

Table 2: Aggregate data of participants’ end-game attacker rewards.

Number of participants

Figure 2 shows the cumulative utility frequencies among the participants.
Visually, we can see the pure defender yielded many points to many participants
with only a couple of outliers. The participant who received −375 points vs the
static pure defender likely tried to speed through the game without trying to
optimize total reward.

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

[-400, -200)

[-200, 0)

[0, 200)

Point ranges

[200, 400)

[400, 600)

LLR

Pure

[600, 750)
Equilibrium

Fig. 2: Frequencies of total cumulative utility ranges.
LLR is designed to solve a combinatorial MAB problem where it assumes
a static, stochastic environment. Here, LLR does not take into account the attacker’s adaptive nature. We do not make any claims that LLR stands as a
perfect adversary to human decision-making. However, we do note that LLR, a
deterministic yet adaptive strategy, outperforms the static equilibrium defense.
When analyzing the proportion of the human population that played optimally per round, we can see the differences in learning curves among the various
defenders. The rightmost graph in Figure 3 shows the frequency of optimal decisions over the course of the 50 rounds.
In Figure 3, we note that participants playing against the static pure defender learn very early on to play optimally and significantly improve over time,
while the difference between the static equilibrium defender and adaptive LLR
defenders is not clear early on, and a significant advantage of the LLR only
emerges after at least 20 practice rounds.

Proportion of participants
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Switching

Switching|h

Switching| ¬h

1.0

Optimal play

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

20

40

0

20

40

0

Round

20

40

0
LLR

20
Pure

40
Equilibrium

Fig. 3: The proportions of participants switching nodes to attack or playing optimally over time. The high switching after triggering a honeypot seen in round
26 from participants facing the static pure defender is a small portion of the
population as less than 10% of the population were triggering honeypots past
round 25.
We also investigate another essential human decision-making measure: switching [11]. This measure will help explain the human participants understanding
of the defenders’ strategies and provide insight into exploratory processes. How
the human attackers change their switching patterns over time can help explain
how confident they are in their understanding of the defender’s strategy. We observe in the leftmost graph in Figure 3 that the overall proportion of switching
decreases over time, particularly when participants face the static pure defender;
meanwhile, when the participants face the adaptive LLR defender, they seem to
stay in a high proportion of switching over the course of the 50 rounds.
The middle left graph in Figure 3 describes the participants’ switching behavior after triggering a honeypot. For the static pure defender, the attackers show
noticeable spikes, because only a few participants attacked the 20 point nodes,
triggering the honeypots, upon which the players immediately switched. There
are few differences between switching behavior when triggering honeypots of the
participants who faced the equilibrium defender and those who faced adaptive
LLR. We see a downward trend, hinting that the participants are moving from
an early exploratory state to a more exploitative state. Because adaptive LLR
improves its beliefs about a node’s expected payoff after playing it, after capturing the attacker, the capturing node will more likely be selected in future
rounds. Because of this adaptive behavior, switching when triggering a honeypot against adaptive LLR will be more beneficial than against the static equilibrium defender. When facing the static equilibrium defender in this experimental
scenario, the attacker should always attack node 4, regardless of triggering a
honeypot or not.
In Figure 3 (middle right), the effects of the defender on the participants’
switching behavior show more differences when the attackers did not trigger a
honeypot (i.e., received a positive reward). Concerning the static pure defender
and static equilibrium defender, decrease in switching demonstrate a move towards a more exploitative strategy and understanding of the static defense.
On the other hand, participants who competed against LLR, maintained high
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switching throughout the entirety of the game. In general, adpative LLR tries
to react to the observed rewards and slowly moves from exploration to exploitation over time. High switching and remaining mobile is a good strategy against
adaptive LLR. However, when we compare the participants’ switching behavior
with their performance versus adaptive LLR, it appears the participants were
largely unable to learn the LLR strategy.

6

Predictors

In this section, we examine the ability of 4 behavioral predictor models to emulate participants’ performance in the experiment, and compare them to an IBL
cognitive model [10]. Predictive models that explain human decision-making and
learning processes in adversarial environments can inform us about the underlying mechanisms that influence decision making as well as provide predictions.
Such predictor models can support the development of better defenders that
hinder human attacker learning in cybersecurity settings. We utilize these behavioral predictors as they have been known to capture human performance in
numerous MAB settings [16, 20, 2].
The 5 predictor models we investigate in this paper are not an exhaustive
representation of the behavioral models or cognitive models in the literature.
We selected these models as they have all shown promise in predicting human
performance in classic MAB settings. However, not all of our defenders accurately
map to the traditional MAB problem and so other, more complex models with
more parameters may struggle when MAB assumptions are broken (e.g., nonstochasticity). In future work, we will investigate more predictive models for our
current and future defenders.
Win-Stay-Lose-Shift: WSLS plays uniform randomly on the first round.
If WSLS receives a positive reward, it attacks the same node again in the next
round. Otherwise, it attacks another node uniform randomly. The “pass” action
does not count as a positive reward.
-Greedy: This model addresses the exploration-exploitation dilemma directly with the parameter  ∈ {0, 1}. With probability , -Greedy attacks uniform randomly (exploration) and with probability (1 − ), attacks the node with
the highest observed average reward (exploitation).
-Greedy Decreasing: -Greedy Decreasing dynamically changes the parameter  in order to prefer exploitation towards the end of the interaction. The
predictor starts with  = 1 and decreases it linearly towards  = 0 at the end of
the interaction, given a known finite horizon.
Thompson Sampling (TS): We follow the description of the TS algorithm
as detailed by Agrawal and Goyal for Bernoulli Bandits [2]. We extend this
version of the TS algorithm for the Bernoulli MAB by incorporating a support
function Wi (θi ) instead of selecting the action i with the maximum sample θi . For
this particular scenario, we use Wi (θi ) = vi ·θi −cai where θi ∼ Beta(Si +1, Fi +1)
samples from a Beta distribution where α is the number of positive rewards Si
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and β is the number of negative rewards Fi . By utilizing this Beta distribution,
this will favor successes more than failures.

-G 0.2
-GD
WSLS
TS
IBL

Sw
0.317
0.236
0.221
0.091
0.109

LLR
Sw| h Sw|¬h
0.258 0.353
0.173 0.309
0.364 0.486
0.121 0.140
0.118 0.139

OP
0.153
0.205
0.190
0.137
0.127

Sw
0.146
0.39
0.211
0.210
0.084

Pure
Sw| h Sw|¬h
0.325 0.121
0.259 0.392
0.079 0.191
0.318 0.21
0.347 0.094

OP
0.163
0.239
0.254
0.076
0.057

Sw
0.189
0.211
0.104
0.124
0.136

Equilibrium
Sw| h Sw|¬h
0.245 0.164
0.179 0.25
0.434 0.26
0.156 0.123
0.163 0.164

OP
0.138
0.159
0.285
0.070
0.152

Table 3: The distances of the predictions of individual predictors or IBL models from human data, calculated using RMSE metric. The used measures are
switching (Sw), switching after triggering a honeypot (Sw|h), switching after
not triggering a honeypot (Sw|¬h) and optimal play (OP). Bold font indicates
the lowest value in each column.

Instance-Based Learning: An IBL model [1, 8, 19] describes a learning attacker with a specific memory-recalling and similarity-identifying ability of “instances” in memory. An instance in IBL is a representation of declarative knowledge, including the following components:
Situation capturing the contextual attributes of node i relevant to the attacker.
Decision representing the choice to attack node i∗t which is expected to yield
the maximal outcome
Feedback the consequences of choice execution is captured by the outcome
received from the environment.
An IBL instance provides a unified representation of a decision made in a
specific situation, and its outcomes. In this study the feedback is the net payoff
calculated as a difference between a successful attack and a failed attack, i.e.,
vi −2cai . The IBL decision process has three main parameters: (1) decay, d, which
specifies how past experiences are considered in current decisions based on time;
(2) noise parameter σ, capturing random variability between experiences; and (3)
the similarity, S, capturing the influence of past experiences on current decision
based on the similarity between the situations.
In the Honeypot game, an attacker can observe two possible outcomes of an
attack on node i: a positive reward (vi − cai ) when she attacks a real resource
(success si ) or a negative reward (−cai ) in case the target of the attack is a
honeypot (failure fi ). We denote an instance in memory representing a combination S
of situation, decision and outcome that was experienced in the past as
o(t0 ) ∈ i∈N {si , fi }. In round t, an attacker targets a node i∗t which maximizes
a blended value (BV) as follows:
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i∗t ←i∈N BVt (i)

(2)
At (si )

e
−
eAt (si ) + eAt (fi )
eAt (fi )
− cai A (s )
t
i + eAt (si )
e
X
−d
At (oi ) = ln
(t − t0 ) −

BVt (i) = (vi − cai )

t0 ∈{1,...,t−1}:o(t0 )=oi

−S

X
i0 ∈N
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(sim(i, i0 )) − σ ln

1−γ
,
γ

(3)

(4)

where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a uniformly randomly sampled real number and sim is a
similarity function. We used a linear similarity function that normalizes the net
payoff from a decision based on the maximal payoff of 20 and is calculated as
sim(i, i0 ) = 1 − |(vi − 2cai ) − (vi0 − 2cai0 )|/20.
A separate IBL attacker model was fitted to human attacker data when playing against one of the algorithmic defenders. Calibration of parameters values
used exhaustive search over a wide range of values for each parameter with 350
repetitions for each combination. Calibration used a multiobjective optimization minimizing average RMSE (see Equation 5) of all measures. The resulting
three sets of parameters are: (σ = 0.2, d = 0.1, S = 0.6) for the LLR defender,
(σ = 0.35, d = 1.2, S = 0.4) for the Pure defender and (σ = 1.4, d = 0.5, S = 0.5)
for the Equilibrium defender.
6.1

Simulation Results

To analyze the predictors’ effectiveness in adequately emulating human behavior,
we developed a simulation with identical settings to the Mechanical Turk experiment. Each predictor played against each of the 3 defenders in the same scenario
100 times. In this section, we look at the same performance measures found in the
results section, specifically the proportion of optimal play and switching. How
well a predictor approximates human behavior is determined by a distance of a
prediction {p}Tt=1 from human data {hd}Tt=1 , calculated using a RMSE metric
as
s
P50
2
t=1 (m(pt ) − m(hdt ))
,
(5)
RM SEm (p, hd) =
T
where m is a performance measure and T is a number of rounds (in our case,
50).
In Table 3, IBL was able to account for human behavior the best on most
of the measures when playing against Pure and LLR algorithmic defenders. In
contrast, TS plays most closely to human performance when playing against an
Equilibrium defender. This makes sense as the static equilibrium defender most
closely reflects the standard stochastic MAB setting that TS was designed for.
-Greedy, -Greedy Decreasing and WSLS seem to perform poorly in general.
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Fig. 4: The proportions of participants switching nodes to attack or playing optimally over time against different defenders according to human data, predicted
by TS and predicted by fitted IBL models.

Examining parameters of the IBL attacker models playing against the static
pure and adaptive LLR defenders indicates that the values differ mainly in the
decay of instances in memory. This suggests that when facing a static pure defender, the IBL Fmodel tends to incorporate more experiences from the past
while the IBL model that confronts an adaptive LLR defender pays more attention to recent experiences rather than relying on distant experiences. This
observation is in agreement with recent findings from human experiments, suggesting that humans that best adapt to changing conditions of an environment
generally have “poor memory” (e.g., high decay) compared to participants that
show more “sticky” or less adaptable behavior [6]. This is because in dynamic situations the most representative conditions of the near future is the near past, and
humans adapt their memory according to the dynamics of the environment [10].
However, these predictor observations may only paint part of the picture.
For example, when confronting the adaptive LLR defender, the actual overall
point performance of human participants is much lower than the 4 behavioral
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Human
-G 0.2
-GD
TS
WSLS
IBL

µ
172.6
303.9
265.1
332
292.4
198.9
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σ
median min max
123.02
160 -85 640
140.3559 320 -75 640
99.55705 275 -115 480
109.6275 330
90 585
114.2686 287.5 35 590
193.44
220 -335 685

Table 4: The aggregate points statistics of individual predictors, IBL model or
humans against LLR defender.
predictors as shown in Table 4. Nearly all 4 of the behavioral predictors double
the median score of the human participants when facing the LLR defender.
The IBL model, however, play the most closely to human performance versus
the adaptive LLR defender. The IBL model comes rather close to the human
data in relation to the average and median scores. When considering all this
information, it appears that the adaptive LLR defender exploited the human
participants’ learning mechanisms as well as IBL predicts. We can also see that
humans may adopt different strategies depending on an opponent’s strategy.
Thus, when choosing a modeling approach there is a need to carefully select the
granularity level at which predictions are needed: overall, over-time behavior or
individualized behavior. The IBL model is able to produce predictions at all the
three levels.

7

Conclusion

We study how humans learn in a novel version of an adversarial, contextual
multi-armed bandit scenario motivated by a real-world cybersecurity scenario
where defenders use deceptive decoys and attackers must learn to avoid them.
We evaluated three different types of defensive strategies and showed that an
adaptive defensive strategy was clearly the strongest against human players, and
the hardest for them to learn. We also made novel comparisons between predictive models for emulating how humans learn in this type of adversarial setting,
comparing leading models from both the MAB literature and cognitive science.
We find that the best models (Thompson Sampling and IBL) are able to predict
human behavior quite effectively, but that human attackers use different strategies depending on the adversary they are up against, and the best predictor may
depend on this context. There are many interesting opportunities to improve
both types of models especially in making personalized predictions for individuals and specialized context. However, the results so far have immediate practical
implications for how we can design better strategies for deploying decoy systems
to enhance cybersecurity. In particular, these systems must be adaptive to prevent attackers from easily learning the defensive strategy. The predictive models
of attacker learning we have developed will also allow us to develop defenses that
actively mitigate the ability of attackers to learn the defensive strategy.
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